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FADE IN:

EXT. BUS STOP - DAY

VERITY (25), a racially ambiguous Scottish woman looks at the 
bus times as she puts in earphones. She sits on the perch in 
the bus shelter, which sports an “Ask Angela” poster that 
VERITY briefly looks at. 

There’s another man standing at the bus stop with headphones 
on and all his attention on his phone.

DAN (29), a normal looking white Scottish man approaches.  

Seeing him, VERITY starts to read a book. DAN ambles over to 
her.

DAN
‘Scuse me? Did I miss the two 
o’clock?

VERITY
(takes out an earphone)

No, it should be here soon.

DAN
Oh good! I hate when these buses 
are early!

VERITY
Yeah, so annoying.

She puts her earphone back in and reads her book as DAN  sits 
on the opposite end of the perch. 

DAN
Your book looks interesting.

VERITY
(takes an earphone out)

Er, yeah.

DAN
I’m Dan. Your name?

VERITY
Verity.

DAN
Oh wow. Don’t meet many people our 
age with a name like Verity!
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VERITY
(puts her earphone back 
in)

Er, yeah...

DAN
So. Where are you from?

VERITY
(takes earphone back out)

Sorry, what?

DAN
I’m just curious where you’re from, 
you’re a very beautiful girl.

VERITY
Er, thanks? I’m... I’m just from 
here. 

DAN
Yeah, but where are you really 
from?

VERITY
As you can tell by my accent-

DAN
I mean, you don’t look like a 
typical Scot!

VERITY
Erm. I don’t want to be rude but I 
just want to read my book and get 
to work. If you don’t mind?

VERITY gives a polite smile to a momentarily shocked DAN, 
puts her earphone back in and starts reading again. 

He gets up and moves to stand in front of her. The other man 
at the stop doesn’t notice a thing. A couple walk past as DAN 
speaks. They don’t notice anything amiss.

DAN
‘Scuse me. I’m just being nice! 
Where I’m from, people are 
friendly!

VERITY stands and steps away from DAN, keeping her eye on him 
and edging backwards towards the “Ask Angela” poster behind 
her as the bus comes into view.
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DAN (CONT'D)
Learn to be nice to someone who is 
just trying to make conversation.

The bus comes to a stop as VERITY keeps a careful distance 
between her and DAN.

As DAN boards, she sees the bus is empty except for one 
passenger: a white woman in her early 20s (ROSE). The other 
man at the stop makes no move to board this bus. 

VERITY has a quiet moment of distress, eyes darting between 
the almost empty bus, the bus driver and DAN. 

DAN is fishing in his pockets for his fare and VERITY quickly 
gets on the bus, shows her pass, and slides past him to board 
the bus first, quickly sitting at the back of the bus. 

The bus moves off as DAN saunters along, very slowly, 
ignoring rows of empty seats. VERITY’s breathing becomes 
shallow as her anxiety grows.  

Then suddenly, he sits. In the row directly in front of ROSE. 
VERITY’s relief is palpable and her breathing gets back to 
normal.

She’s about to out her earphone back in when hears DAN’s 
voice. VERITY looks up to see he’s talking to ROSE.

She is the mirror of VERITY just minutes before: An earphone 
in one hand, making moves to put it back into her ear and 
stiff body language that DAN blithely ignores.

VERITY watches for a moment, her face full of concern. Then 
she quietly sighs, puts her earphone back into her ear and 
stares out of the window in resignation.

FADE OUT.
                  
                     THE END.
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